Elastic Path® Commerce
for Adobe Marketing Cloud
Integrated Experience-Driven Commerce

Elastic Path Commerce for Adobe Marketing Cloud
Elastic Path Commerce for Adobe Marketing Cloud is the premier enterprise software product designed specifically
to add commerce and enhanced integration to the world’s best digital marketing platform. It’s the first commerce
platform to be offered that takes full advantage of AEM 6.1, the latest version of Adobe’s leading experience
management platform. It out-performs and out-ranks competing solutions for sheer breath of features, performance,
quality, and flexibility. It brings robust, enterprise-grade merchandising, monetization, and customer management
features right into Adobe Experience Manager, Adobe Target, and Adobe Analytics – without duplicating or
complicating their existing capabilities. This new edition includes several enhancements that will drive higher
conversions including: highly optimized performance, contextual personalization, multi-lingual sites and upgraded
commerce components.

Built for Adobe Marketing Cloud
Elastic Path Commerce for Adobe Marketing Cloud is built specifically to complement Adobe solutions – it’s a robust,
battle-tested ecommerce product built on the same technology foundation, and optimized to use Adobe Experience
Manager as its front end. Digital marketing functions – including content creation, asset management, testing, and
personalization – stay in Adobe Marketing Cloud, where they belong. Elastic Path adds pricing, promotions, ordering,
and other transactional capabilities that are accessed in real time by Adobe Experience Manager, Adobe Target, and
Adobe Analytics as they are needed. This powerful fusion of commerce and content is made possible by our patentpending commerce API technology, which eliminates the need to build and maintain costly integrations between
Adobe Marketing Cloud and a standalone ecommerce platform.
Users of Elastic Path Commerce for Adobe Marketing Cloud get real-time access to flexible ecommerce at their
fingertips. New products can be launched globally across every digital channel, or limited to a single exclusive
experience. Responsive pricing can be created that changes based on device, behavior, or merchandising rules.
Dynamic campaigns can be crafted that combine brand content with live inventory, customer data, and buying
options. Elastic Path is much more than just an ecommerce platform – it’s the best way to maximize your investment
in Adobe Marketing Cloud.
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Smarter commerce for marketers
Transactional experiences powered by Elastic Path Commerce for Adobe Marketing Cloud are rich, immersive, and
easy to create. Marketers can turn microsites, lookbooks, mobile apps, contextual in-store marketing, and other omnichannel experiences into sales opportunities without the usual friction associated with directing shoppers back to the
storefront to complete a purchase.
Elastic Path Commerce for Adobe Marketing Cloud combines content management with sophisticated ecommerce
capabilities that can be authored and managed entirely by marketing teams using Adobe Experience Manager, in
exactly the same way as traditional brand marketing experiences.

To deliver this groundbreaking functionality, Elastic Path Commerce for Adobe Marketing Cloud provides a
comprehensive library of commerce components that puts transactional elements such as product details, pricing,
merchandising, and checkout right inside the tools palette of Adobe Experience Manager – and into the hands of
marketers. From the basic display of product attributes to sophisticated modules for dynamic merchandising, each
capability is flexible and highly configurable – giving marketers the tools they need to design, test, and optimize the
perfect design for every buying scenario.
This breakthrough approach gives marketers the unprecedented agility to use Adobe Experience Manager as the
front-end for complex, omnichannel buying experiences that require continuous choreography between commerce
and content across multiple touchpoints.
What your customers will see are complete, compelling digital experiences where the ecommerce functions that
drive revenue coexist beautifully with engaging content. Because these transactional touchpoints are designed and
optimized using the full power of Adobe Marketing Cloud, you can be confident that they will always be creative,
immersive, and authentic to your brand.
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Create an immersive,
experience-driven shopping experience
Elastic Path Commerce for Adobe Marketing Cloud is a fusion of digital marketing, campaign management,
personalization, content management, and analytics, combined with commerce and transactions to support the entire
customer lifecycle. It’s no longer just about marketing. Experience-driven commerce powered by Elastic Path and
Adobe completely connects your brand to customers across every digital channel.
Selling – from retail to B2B and everything in between – has been transformed in the past decade. Consumers today
expect purchasing to be a full-on “experience.” Gone are the ‘90s-era catalog stores, replaced with expectations
of immersive, content-rich, and convenient shopping moments. In today’s market, shoppers in every vertical are
demanding this kind of commerce.
Experience-driven commerce has the power to forge strong emotional connections with consumers while also being
functional, increasing revenue and winning over new customers. Elastic Path for Adobe Marketing Cloud enables
you to propel your business forward by leveraging innovative shopping experiences with breakthrough results.
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Inside Elastic Path Commerce for Adobe Marketing Cloud
Elastic Path Commerce for Adobe Marketing Cloud is comprised of four complementary elements that work together:

A comprehensive library of ecommerce
components designed for Adobe Marketing Cloud;
An orchestration platform that uses patent-pending API
technology to connect back-end services to Adobe
Marketing Cloud without the need for conventional
hardwired integrations, which lowers cost and risk;
Enterprise-grade universal commerce services,
including catalog, pricing, and customer care, that are
specifically designed to use Adobe Marketing Cloud as
their front-end;

Optional solutions from trusted partners that
use the Elastic Path Commerce Integration
Platform to bring additional commerce-related
capabilities to Adobe Marketing Cloud. Unlike
standalone ecommerce platforms, Elastic Path
has no redundant presentation or authoring
logic to complicate these integrations with
Adobe Marketing Cloud. Our functionality is
exposed to business users via Cortex API
technology, a streamlined hypermedia interface
that delivers ecommerce natively to Adobe
Experience Manager through the same OSGi™
architecture used by Adobe Marketing Cloud.

Each data resource resides in just one system of record, and all communication is orchestrated synchronously
at runtime by the Elastic Path Commerce Integration Platform. Product, customer, and order information is always
available but never duplicated in Adobe Marketing Cloud – enhancing performance while reducing complexity and
risk.
This streamlined, high performance architectural model ensures that the Live Authoring components in Adobe
Experience Manager always have secure access to the latest real-time information from Elastic Path and other
business systems – without the need for feeds, synchronization, or data duplication.
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Ultimate flexibility for the future
Elastic Path Commerce for Adobe Marketing Cloud offers multiple options for businesses that need to distinguish
themselves with highly differentiated customer experiences and unique buying journeys.
Because Elastic Path features are exposed as discrete services within the Adobe commerce integration framework,
developers can build or modify components to use them in wildly different ways. A publisher looking to monetize
content, for example, could easily design an experience that combines assets from the Adobe content repository
with a buying flow to capture micropayments.

To enable even more customer engagement, the Commerce Integration Platform itself can be configured to harness
data from systems beyond our Core and Extended Commerce solutions – such as from a legacy CRM or ERP
platform. When used this way, our API extends to provide streamlined access to resources from these applications as
well – which can then be leveraged in Adobe Marketing Cloud to create amazingly contextual websites, apps, and
other digital experiences.
When you have Elastic Path, the possibilities are endless. Manufacturers and retailers can incorporate real-time
product analytics into their brand marketing experiences to create entirely new offerings. Communication service
providers can take personalization to the next level by crafting campaigns and apps that take advantage of their
OSS data. Publishers can repackage and monetize existing assets overnight as new opportunities emerge. With
its uncompromising flexibility, Elastic Path Commerce for Adobe Marketing Cloud starts where other ecommerce
solutions end.
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Every touchpoint synchronized at last
For businesses that create revenue from highly specialized touchpoints, Elastic Path offers the flexibility to reach
beyond those currently powered by Adobe Experience Manager. The same API that connects commerce to Adobe
Marketing Cloud can also be used directly by developers to enable native transactions on other devices – such
as AndroidTM or iOS® applications, closed platforms like Smart TVs, or Apple® Watch, and physical infrastructure
applications like kiosks or point-of-sale terminals.
Because they are powered by the same Commerce Integration Platform, experiences on these touchpoints will always
be perfectly synchronized with the web and mobile channels that you drive with Adobe Marketing Cloud. As customers
journey with your brand across the entire spectrum of devices and experiences, Elastic Path orchestration ensures that
every touch is always informed by the same content, products, pricing, customer history, and business rules.
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Foundation Capabilities For Adobe Marketing Cloud
Elastic Path Commerce is an extremely flexible solution that provides a broad range of core
features that can be customized to suit the specific needs of each individual enterprise. These
foundational capabilities which work in conjunction with Adobe Marketing Cloud include:

Catalog

Merchandising

Search & Browse

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Physical Products
Digital Products
Multi-SKU products
Product Attributes
Categories and linked
categories
Multi-store
Multi-language

Cart & Checkout
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Add Single/Multiple Products
to Cart
Add Digital/Physical items to
cart (hybrid cart)
View cart contents
Change cart item quantity
Remove item from cart
Cart Persistence for
anonymous/			
registered users
Merged anonymous and
registered cart on login
Purchase physical/digital/
hybrid cart
Purchase single/multiple items
Registered/Guest User
checkout
Select Payment/Shipping/
Delivery method

Warranty Products*
Cross-sell products*
Up-sell products*
Replacement Products*
Accessory Products*
Featured Products
Recently Viewed products

Promotions
•

•
•
•

Shopping cart promotions
Cart state based
Customer behavior based
Customer profile based
Catalog promotions
Coupon Promotions
Public and limited use
Private
Apply Coupon Promotion

•

Search Engine Optimization
GeoIP
Dynamic Content
Keyword Product Search
Multi-attribute Product Search*
Search Auto-complete*
Storefront Browsing
Product Filtering*
Alternate and Detail Product
Images
Product Inventory Count

Self-Management
•
•
•

Log into customer account
Register new account
View/edit account details/
order history/stored address/
payment method

Taxation

Order Confirmation

•

•
•

•

Tax Calculation using internal
tax tables
Payment with Credit Card

View Order Receipt
Send order confirmation email

Pricing
•
•

Sale Pricing
Personalized Pricing*

* Coming soon
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About Elastic Path
Elastic Path helps the world’s biggest brands generate billions in revenue with its patented ecommerce technologies.
The company’s flexible enterprise software seamlessly brings omnichannel ecommerce directly into marketing
clouds and experience management platforms – enabling a complete digital customer journey that maximizes
engagement and drives higher revenue. Elastic Path customers are innovators who seek ultimate flexibility and
business agility, such as McGraw-Hill Education, Virgin Media, Time Inc., LVMH, Western Union, Garmin, TIBCO, Wine.
com.br, TeliaSonera, Kiabi, Gina Tricot, and Motability. For more information, visit www.elasticpath.com.

Please contact us for more information:
For sales information, please email us at sales@elasticpath.com
For technical information, please email us at dev@elasticpath.com
North America toll-free: +1 (800) 942-5282
Europe: +44 1189 485 400
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Copyright © 2015 Elastic Path Software Inc. All rights reserved. Elastic Path,
Elastic Path Commerce, and the Elastic Path logo are trademarks or registered
trademarks of Elastic Path Software Inc. All other trademarks are the property of
their respective owners.
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Worldwide: +1 (604) 408-8078
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